I'n writing out of sheer frustration. The Eluitkak gauge has been and is still under severe assault that is stymieing all attempts to pet It leveled.
B
We have had a series of the damndeet blows that have shoved the ice around and onto the gauge almost continuously. The first problems after ny return here came with strong westerly winds that washed across the spit and broke up the 8" of new ice that had formed on the lagoon. This new ice was then driven onto the spit with sufficient force that in places the sheet travelled clear across tha spit. In most places the ice piled in colossal jumbles along the shore. At Eluitkak Pass this onslaught was especially severe and was the source of near disaster of an Eskimo whaling boat and crew that had taken refuge in tbe open water lead between the ice and the spit. When the west wind swunß Into the south and the lagoon ice broke free, it caught the boat against the beach. The crew got a block and tackle on the pipe tower out there and managed to drag the boat up onto the beach. The ice purused them inland for over 50' and actually ended up passing alonside their lost boat for over half its length. Having been denied the opportunity to crush the ship it then piled an awesome wall of ice 5 high and 15' thick behind the boat and along the beach. This epic is further significant in that if one looks closely, the tide gauge line can be seen where it passes under the leading edge alongside of the above mentioned boat. The sensor did not emerge from that unscathed but nlraculously it does still work although it was dragged into much shallower water.
I got out the day after this occurred by carefully timing the arrival of the largo breakers and charging the truck through the lou spots in the spit. A few times as seawater swirled around the axles and splashed over f> the hood and windshield, I questioned my sanity hut made it OK. On the spit between Kuwuk and EXuitluik it was (and still is) necessary to dodf.o the ice rubble on the spit and let the old truck clanber over what it couldn't get around. Ann was along to help but there was nothing we could do for the gauge as slush ice was running in heavy seas. So, since it was at least recording we awaited another day.
It came -at AO knots out of nhe Northeast. The temperature dropped, blinding snow and the waves smashed into the ice wall with a vengance. Today's ride out was something else, as blocks of ice sailed through the air and the surf ran like a beserk ocean of concrete. Spray froze on the windshield making visibility nil but you couldn't look out the window as the flying ice hurt like hell and could smash eyeglasses if you were unlucky. Sea level dropped -so low the sensor was out of water for several hours last night but the ice wall over it has remained solid. The new ice forming is building ramparts of 3-5' high along the beach as it is heaved up by the breakers and in places the consistency of the sea is or freshly mixed cement. As the now-rising sea level and waves forces this mix over the ice wall it spills onto the spit like pahochoe and sets up immediately. Flying chunks of ice, from the waves omashinR against the ice wall preclude even getting near the water, let alone trying to work in it. We did not return from Eluitkak, we retreated.
That's how things stand now. If It ceases blowing and will turn cold, the lagoon may freeze solid for the winter. Right now it is a jumble of piled ice and slush all on the move. The wind has stopped but the temperature is going up and that may be a prelude to more southerly winds. Nevertheless, if an opportunity presents itself we will get that sensor leveled, then reset in deeper water and leveled again. 
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